**Case Erector Replacement Cylinders with Direct Mount Valve**

**ML #308600**

For FABCO-AIR cylinder #FPS-937B

---

**BENEFITS**

- Direct replacement for FABCO-AIR # FPS-937B pancake cylinders used on the box drop section of Case Erector machines. Each machine utilizes 10 of these cylinders.

- PHD Cylinder ML# 308600 mounts into the same space and bolt pattern as the Fabco cylinder. Double rod for added bearing support provides greater rigidity.

- PHD Cylinder ML# 308600 provides longer life, reducing downtime.

- Standard delivery is now 5 working days for quantities up to 12 units. Consult PHD for delivery of higher quantities.

- Safety covers available for rod extension. (See photo inset)

- Built by PHD, Inc. USA - Over 50 years of automation solutions experience.

- Increased performance due to valve being mounted directly to the cylinder.

- Valve supplied by distributor

- Local distributor support

- Competitive pricing

---

**NOTES:**

1) ALL DIMENSIONS ARE REFERENCE ONLY.

2) DIMENSIONS NOT NOTED ARE STANDARD PER UNIT DESCRIPTION CTD2U32 X 1-1/4 -BB.

3) UNIT IS A CUSTOM SERIES CTD CYLINDER WITH A 32 mm BORE X 1-1/4" STROKE.
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